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Courses Reviews 

 

The following are some of the reviews given by people to various courses, who have 

completed the courses offered by Cyberlaw University:-  

 

 

Great overview! 

- Dr. Deborah L. Williams 

 

 

This course was very interesting and thought provoking. The presenter is well versed in the 

content. Thank you! 

- Kelly Gibson 

 

 

Yes...very very informative 

- Oniel W Gordon 

 

 

A good knowledge and information for me as an young Law student 

- Krishnakumar Joshi 

 

 

Great course and great information.  Thank you. 

- Robert Wetherell 

 

 

This course has been excellent, the information is presented clearly and in a straight forward 

manner. I am engaged with the course and enjoying what I am learning. 

- Scott Palus 
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Great Information pertaining to cyber law! Thanks for all of the useful resources! 

- Jay Anderson 

 

 

Very good course. It helped me with expanding my personal understanding related to Cyber 

Security Law. 

- Vidhi S 

 

 

Excellent !! 

- Obakeng OnkgopotseMenyatsoe 

 

 

Very helpful and informative. 

- Kevin Gareau 

 

 

Very good !! 

- FuadThabet Ali Al-khawlani 

 

 

I was looking for an introduction / overview. That was perfect. 

- Valerie Follmer 

 

 

Lecturer explained the content in a understandable manner and made the whole module 

interesting. 

- Ramishka Karunadasa 
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Expectation was met as it presented a neat peep into the world of cyber and the emerging 

legislation surrounding this discipline. The course has given me confidence to pursue more 

interest in this discipline. 

- Vanessa 

 

Yes it was a good match for me. It enabled me to clearly articulate my thoughts on the 

components of cyber security laws 

- Augustine 

 

 

Super interesting and very well explained. 

- Simone Heidenreich 

 

 

Great overview of law issues concerning Blockchain Technology. 

- Simone Heidenreich 

 

 

Dr. Duggal is very knowledgeable and presents the information is a way that is easily 

understood. I really enjoyed his presentations! 

- Alison MacCusbic 

 

 

It was a good as it gave me an overview of cyber security law. 

- Krishnaveni Sritharan 

 

 

Yes, it was good match for me to get a broad insight of cyber security law. 

- Pitula C. Hariry 
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It was an eye opener to cyber security issues and laws across the globe. 

- Waxson 

 

A great overview in a short duration. Kudos! 

- AmeetPhadnis 

 

 

This is such an insightful course. 

- Zacciah Kwaku Adom Oduro 

 

 

Good learning experience. 

- Faiizan Hussain 

 

 

I am an Information Security Specialist,  I wanted to understand  Cyber Law with regards to 

Africa developing countries. I must say the course has really give me a good starting point 

such that I know which direction I need to take. I believe in these developing countries there 

is a lot of cybercrimes being perpetuated due to lack of cyber law. 

- Admire TaputairaMutsenhu 

 

 

Extremely useful and classy!  

Highly recommend this course to all those who are seeking to learn about cyber security. 

- Tejaswini Anand H 

 

 

The content is a good start in understanding the origin of cyberlaw. 

- Jorina van Rensburg 
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The course was what I expected. Happy I did it. I liked that Dr. Duggal shared his thoughts 

throughout. 

- Juronel Smalling 

 

 

This course has aided to improve my understanding in the domain of cyber security. The 

world can have world war III in the form of digital cyber war. 

- Smit Joshi 

 

 

It is my first time participating in cyber law cause and It was good and an eye opener. 

- Paulina Magongo 

 

 

First of all, it was a very helpful course for me because there are various types of information 

I found in the course, secondly the way that doctor described the course was phenomenal. 

- Khalid Adam Abdalgbar Mahmoud 

 

 

This course is informative. Clearly there is much work to be done in the area of international 

cyber security policy.  Thank you Dr. Duggal. 

- Jeff Pierce 

 

 

The course is clear and explains the basics well. 

- Johanne Moreau 
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This is a basic foundational course that really introduces you to Cyber Security Law. But it's 

still very interesting to watch and listen to if you want to get into the business. 

- Van Thomas 

 

 

Easy to understand at a non-technical level.  Re-iterating information that I have heard 

elsewhere. 

- Jennifer Bevan 

 

 

Thanks I am very grateful. 

- Ucheji Maurice 

 

 

Yes I now understand the concept of Cybersecurity in its preliminary definition and why it is 

important. 

- Rosemary Siriman 

 

 

Excellent introduction to cybersecurity law. 

- Nassim D. 

 

 

Very informative and pleasant speaking voice by presenter. 

- Chris Oliver 
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The explanation about the Cyber Security Law is very detailed, so that course is very 

important to know the fundamental ascpets of CyberSecurity on the technology which uses 

the internet connection. 

- La Ode HuseinZilullahToresano 

 

 

Excellent information provided by a very well informed instructor. Mr. Duggal does an 

excellent job as giving the overview of Cyber Security Law. 

- Jordan Wills 

 

 

Brilliant insight into the introductions of  Cyber Law. Rather engaging ! 

- Varun Sethi 

 

 

Awesome Course. Very Informative and Useful! 

- JuthawongNaisanguansee 

 

 

It is mind blowing. 

- Alicia Christine Scheffer 

 

 

Excellent course and Instructor. I really liked it 

- SiceloVilane 

 

 

This is a good way to understand Cyber-Security and its features in our Internet espionage 

world! 

- Stephen Ghimiray 
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Amazing, quick, and most importantly easy to understand. Has lots of further reading 

involving the matter embedded in the course. 

- Christopher Mollfulleda 

 

 

I don’t know anything about the subject so this lecture helps create a foundation 

- Damon Van Der Walt 

 

 

Good course ....pace of the course is good...content and resources are useful. 

- Nanda 

 

 

I want to keep learning about the Law aspect of the cyber security industry as a whole. Being 

in this field, there is a very large gap between us, who systematically collect the data as it 

relates to which ever case we are working on and the Attorneys who we hand the information 

off to.  

- Eric J. Jung 

 

 

I liked the way Mr. Pavan illustrated and explained cyber security law, this has helped me 

better understand the cyber security law in my country Uganda with the examples of 

Germany and China we really have much to do. Thanks Mr. Pavan Duggal 

- Raymond Sekyewa 

 

 

 

Very much enjoyed this introduction on Cyber Security Law. The course gives you a general 

idea of the discipline and how it manifests in the International System. 

- Joana Catela 
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Excellent Course! An Eye Opener to a whole new world of Cyber Security. 

- SemuDombo Jimmy 

 

 

Well explained content. 

- Michael Matey 

 

 

Absolutely, it is an awesome course. Very clear in the concept. Short and accurate. 

- Ankit Kumar Singh 

 

 

Great course. Very informative. Thank you. 

- Bobbie Smith 

 

 

Everything about this course is great. I mean everything.Thanks a lot 

- Emmanuel Wiafe 

 

 

Very good material - very knowledgeable about international cybersecurity law. 

- Michael Sullivan 

 

 

Very good course, it really helps with building a stronger foundation. 

- Cindy Carr 
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Very good course.   Much relevant in the present day context. 

- Umasree Raghunath 

 

 

PAWAN Sir is awesome. It would be interesting to have more detailed courses by 

him.Thanks... 

- Puneet Sharma 

 

 

The Lesson was brief and simple. I am really enlightened, thank you. 

- Stanley Enam Shiamatey 

 

 

The course is very in depth and the instructor gets you thinking. He squeezes a lot into a short 

time and is very thorough. Thank you for this course! 

- Grace Bourne 

 

 

Awesome. 

- Advocate Jaivish Patwa 

 

 

The course is well structured, and I find the explanations to be easily understandable even to 

a beginner. 

- Ana Maria Bobocea 

 

 

I found this a very enjoyable and informative course. I greatly enjoyed the professor's steady 

explanation of the topic.  Thank You sir! 

- Richard Williams 
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Very good topic and to the point! 

- Giannis Patsiokostas 

 

 

I found the course interesting and walked away with a number of things to think about. 

- Stewart Holbrook 

 

 

Presentations  consists of very clear information on structured manner. It is easy to 

understand and keep in mind. 

- Dr Deepal Wijesooriya 

 

 

Great course with detail explanations of concepts. 

- Nicholas Tar 

 

 

Good Explanation and Presentation about Cyber Security Laws or Cyber Laws. Good Job 

Mr. Duggal! 

- Emilio Pancubit 

 

 

I'm truly satisfied with the things I had learned today. 

- Justin Diaz 

 

 

Great content, good introduction of cyber security law. by sir. thank you 

- Nakul Dubey 
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The topic taught to me so far is very clear and getting the jist of the subject 

- Narendra Venkatesan 

 

 

Good course to know the basic concepts about cyber law. 

- Paula Cristina Pereira Monteiro 

 

Great to know and begin with something. 

I would like to meet and join this community. 

- Robert Jurkevich 

 

 

Simple and detailed 

- Soundar Pandurangan 

 

 

Excellent for someone to start working on cyber domain...Basic, but relevant and useful. 

- Rajesh Kumar 

 

 

Excellent overview of current state of play. 

- Oh Puay Fong 

 


